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This paper discusses data from the nominal paradigms of two dialectal varieties of East Lesvos, those of Therme and Pumilia. It is shown that there is abundant evidence for the key role of the paradigm in the phonological realization of the [noun-clitic] clusters. We argue that the grammars of these dialectal varieties must crucially include constraints that require identity between related surface forms in the [noun-clitic] paradigm. This proposal has received considerable support by independent work, carried out mainly within Optimality Theory, in various languages. The Lesbian dialectal varieties, however, allow us to probe deeper into the precise statement of such intra-paradigmatic identity constraints. We show, first, that the identity constraints holding among various surface forms must have a limited domain of application, circumscribed by the forms of the paradigm and only those. Second, we show that intra-paradigmatic identity constraints do not require identity uniformly among all surface forms of the paradigm. Rather, distinct identity constraints hold between distinct forms. For instance, the identity constraint between the [+first person, +singular] and the [+third person, +singular] is different from that holding between the [+first person, +singular] and the [+first person, +plural]. We argue, specifically, that the network of such intra-paradigmatic identity constraints is projected on the basis of shared morphosyntactic features along the dimensions of Person and Number that enter into the construction of the paradigm.
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1. Introduction

The language spoken on Lesvos belongs to the group of northern Greek dialects and displays the following two major phonological characteristics. First, the mid vowels, /o/ and /e/, become [u] and [i] respectively, when found in unstressed position. For example, standard Greek [ómorófo] 'nice' is pronounced as [ómorfu], and [frére] 'he' brought as [freri]. Second, the high vowels, /u/ and /i/, are generally deleted in unstressed position as in (1), except in cases where they carry contrasting morphological information, (2).

(1) Lesbian dialects
   a. [vũ6], [vũnarus]  'mountain, 'big mountain'  [vu6n]  
   b. [pimós], [pímnaros]  'rooster, 'big rooster'  [petínos], [petínaros]  
   c. [pínu], [épna]  'I drink, 'I was drinking'  [pína], [épna]  

(2) Lesbian dialects
   a. [kóv-u], *[kóv]  '(I) cut'  [kóv-o], vs.  
   b. *[kóv]  '(he/she/it) cuts'  [kóv-i]  

Considerable linguistic differences from village to village induce linguists (e.g. Kretschmer 1905, among others) to talk of dialectal varieties rather than of a single Lesbian dialect. In this paper, we deal with the paradigm of [noun-clitic] combinations in two such dialectal varieties of East Lesvos, those spoken in the villages of Thermi and Pámphila, henceforth dialect A and B respectively.

2. The data

The Lesbian [noun-clitic] paradigms in the two varieties under study show morpho-phonological differences with respect to the standard Greek correspondent, on the one hand, as well as from one variety to another, on the other. Let us consider the data in (3) where the noun [filus] 'friend' is combined with the possessive postclitics. 'su', 'pl.' stand for Singular and Plural, respectively, and '1', '2', '3' stand for first, second, and third person, respectively. We refer to the form [filus] as the base of the [noun-clitic] paradigm. This is the form of the noun used to compute the phonological realization of the various [noun-clitic] outputs. We note that [filus] is an independently occurring word, the masculine, nominative, singular form of the lexeme 'friend'. The 's' in the third singular indicates variation between two forms, within the same speaker, one of the issues that is addressed in detail later in the paper.

(3) Lesbian noun-clitic paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dialect A</th>
<th>Dialect B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg, /filus-m/</td>
<td>[filusm]</td>
<td>[filusim]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg, /filus-s/</td>
<td>[filus]</td>
<td>[filus]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg, /filus-tu/</td>
<td>[filustu]</td>
<td>[filust]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl, /filus-su/</td>
<td>[filusmas]</td>
<td>[filusmas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl, /filus-sas/</td>
<td>[filusas]</td>
<td>[filusas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl, /filus-ton/</td>
<td>[filustan]</td>
<td>[filustan]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a reference point, let us compare the data in (3) with the standard Greek data in (4).

(4) Standard Greek noun-clitic paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dialect A</th>
<th>Dialect B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg, /filos-mu/</td>
<td>[filozmu]</td>
<td>[filozmu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg, /filos-su/</td>
<td>[filosu]</td>
<td>[filosu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg, /filos-tu/</td>
<td>[filostu]</td>
<td>[filostu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl, /filos-su/</td>
<td>[filosmas]</td>
<td>[filosmas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl, /filos-sas/</td>
<td>[filosas]</td>
<td>[filosas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl, /filos-ton/</td>
<td>[filostan]</td>
<td>[filostan]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At first sight, certain differences between Lesbian and standard Greek seem to follow from independent phonological properties of the two languages. For instance, the /u/ in Lesbian [filus] stands in place of /ο/ in [filos] due to the mid-vowel raising in unstressed position. The /su/ of the clitics /mu, su, tu/ does not surface in Lesbian due to the dialectal law of high vowel deletion in unstressed position, hence, 3sg /filus-su/ surfaces as [filus]. Also, the base-final /s/ of /filus/ is deleted before another /s/, as in /filus-su/ -> [filus] and /filus-sas/ -> [filusas]. This is due to a process of /s/-deletion in /s/-s clusters at the [hust-clitic] boundary, apparently as way to avoid a violation of the well-known Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP, Leben 1973, McCarthy 1979, 1986), which states that 'Adjacent identical elements are prohibited'. As shown below, this deletion targets only /s/. Other coronals do not delete in the same context, see (5b), and in fact we observe a different response to the creation of /z/-s clusters, namely, alternation of /s/ with the palatal approximant [j], (5c).  

(5) Noun-clitic paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard Greek</th>
<th>Dialects A and B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /filos-su/</td>
<td>[filosu]</td>
<td>[filos]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'your friend'</td>
<td>*[filosu]</td>
<td>*[filos]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /kulaksu/</td>
<td>[kulaksu]</td>
<td>[kulaks]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'your tights'</td>
<td>*[kulaksu]</td>
<td>*[kulaks]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Though we do not undertake an analysis of the segmental processes related to the OCP in this paper, we note that /s/-deletion in Lesvian is a more restricted instance of the well-known law of first-coronal deletion in Greek. This is illustrated below with data from the formation of the perfective stem of verbs, (6a, b, e, f, h, i), and deverbal nouns in -si, -simo, (6c, d, g, j). In contrast to deletion at the [noun-clitic] boundary, this deletion affects any coronal in the first position of the /C-C/ cluster created at the morpheme boundary (Malikouti 1976).

(6) Standard Greek first-coronal deletion
a. /plēs-o/ [plēsɔ] 'I mold'
b. /plēsas/ [plēsa] 'I molded'
c. /plēs-si/ [plēsɔ] 'creation, world'
d. /plēs-sim/ [plēsimɔ] 'molding'
e. /pēn-o/ [pēnɔ] 'I tie'
f. /pēs-sa/ [pēsa] 'I tied'
g. /pēs-sim/ [pēsimɔ] 'tie'
h. /skiz-o/ [skiɔ] 'I tear apart'
i. /eskiz-sa/ [eskizsa] 'I teared apart'
j. /skiz-sim/ [skizsimɔ] 'tearing apart'

Furthermore, because of regressive voicing assimilation, the word-final /s/ of /filus/ becomes voiced [z] before the voiced /m/, /filusmas/, in the first person plural in standard Greek and in dialect A. This voicing is not applicable in dialect B. In that dialect, as can be observed in [filusmas], there is no voice assimilation in this cluster. However, voicing assimilation is observed in dialect B in the 3SG /filustun/, with progressive devoicing of the clitic’s /l/ after /s/.

The third person plural clitic in both dialects is -/dun/, as opposed to -/tus/ in standard Greek. The existence of a voiced /l/ is shown by two facts. First, [dun] is the form of the clitic after vowel-final bases, as in (7). Second, there is no evidence for inter-vocalic voicing in these dialects, as shown by examples like [sâlās-a] 'to cause (something) not to function—lsg-fast', [bâf-a] 'at woman', [bâla-s-a] 'sea', and [bōx-a] 'unpleasant odor' (all nouns are given in their nominative, singular form; accent on [a] marks secondary stress).

(7) Dialects A and B
[matn-dun] 'mother-OUR' [matn-tus]
xōra-dun] 'country-OUR' [xōra-tus]

3. The /l/ epenthesis

In (3), we have an /l/ between the final consonant of the noun and the initial consonant of the clitic in the 1SG and variably in the 3SG, for both dialects. To understand the reasons behind the presence of this /l/, we begin by restricting our attention to the 1SG forms, /filuzim/ in dialect A and /filusim/ in dialect B.

We argue that the presence of this /l/ is motivated by phonotactic constraints on what constitutes a well-formed final cluster in these dialects. Specifically, the final cluster that would be created by combining /filus/ with the postclitic /m/ is not a possible word-final cluster. In Lesvian, final clusters consisting of obstruent-sonorant consonants are possible only if the sonorant is a coronal. See (8) (raised " indicates palatalization). We encode this requirement with the constraint: *FINAL-CC₁-Cor, +Son1 in (9).

(8) Sonorant-final clusters in Lesvian
a. /kukl-un/ [kuklın] 'they dance-3PL-FRST'
b. /kûkl-uf/ [kûkl] 'dull-MASC-GEN-3SG'
c. /alēv-uf/ [alēv] 'flower-NFUT-NOM-3SG'
d. /mârj-uf/ [mârj] 'black-FEM-NOM-3SG'
e. /tâvli/ [tâv] 'backgammon'

(9) *FINAL-CC₁-Cor, +Son1

Word-final CC clusters where the second C is a non-coronal sonorant are not allowed.

We emphasize that this constraint is employed here as a cover name for the set of constraints that would underlie the inventory of permissible clusters in the dialects. We have yet to undertake a detailed study of the reasons that may be
behind this restriction, but our observations are fully consistent with the need of such a constraint against non-coronal sonorants in the position of the second consonant of final CC clusters. The reason why the specification sonorant is part of this restriction is that, when the second consonant is an obstruent, all places of articulation are attested. Some examples of final coronals and their palatalized versions are [klee't] 'chief', [láp] 'shining' (standard Greek [lápó]), [yáfré] 'you write', [trán] 'frying pan', [rixn] 'he throws', and [kakárí] 'criminals'; examples of final labials include [lás] 'mud', [ákár] 'fruitless'; and examples of final velars include [sal'agüla] 'snail's shell', [kal'ma] 'Orthodox priest's head gear'.

Another plausible interpretation of the /i/ in [im] of the 1Stc is that it results from a Turkish influence. In Turkish, a language that was in contact with Lesvian for more than four centuries, a similar form, consisting of /High Vowel + ni/, is found in the first person possessive clitic when the following noun ends with a consonant. Compare (10) and (11) below. The independent fact of vowel harmony in Turkish accounts for the assimilation of the suffixal /i/ to the features [round] and [back] of the stem vowel.

(10) Turkish
   a. /arkadas-im/ [arkadas-im] 'my friend'
   b. /ev-im/ [evim] 'my house'
   c. /okul-im/ [okulüm] 'my school '
   d. /göz-im/ [gözüm] 'my eye'

(11) Lesvian (Dialect B)
   a. /filus-mu/ [filusim] 'my friend-MASC-NOM- SG'
   b. /yáts-mu/ [yátsim] 'my CAT-FEM-GEN- SG'
   c. /yáts-mu/ [yátsim] 'my CAT-FEM-NOM- PL'

   vs.

   d. /hil-mu/ [hilum] 'my friend-MASC-GEN- SG'.
   e. /yát-mu/ [yátm] 'my CAT-FEM-ACC- SG'

Although the Turkish contribution to the development of an /-im/ postclitic form should not be underestimated, there is additional independent evidence for /i/ epenthesis in the dialects. An epenthetic /i/ is generally employed in contexts other than the /sm/ word-final cluster in [noun-clitic] combinations. Thus, in (12a), /i/ epenthesis applies at the word-final context to avoid the /sm/ cluster that would result after the deletion of the /u/ in /kózm/. In (12b,c,d), /i/ epenthesis applies in the word-initial context when various consonant-final pronouns and particles are combined with consonant-initial words. Note that our goal here is not to identify the precise reasons behind /i/ epenthesis in all the contexts where it is found. Rather, our goal is to provide evidence that /i/ is the default vowel supplied to break-up consonant clusters, independent of whether this is due to constraints on syllabification or due to constraints on footing and higher prosody (see Drachman and Malikou-Draçman 1999 for a review of Greek prosody).

(12) Lesvian (dialects A, B) Standard Greek
   a. [t kóz-i-m ta lájó] [tu kózmu ta lájó]
      'the words of the world'
      of-the-world the words
   b. [én-i-šévi]4 [dén šévi]
      '(he/she) does not work'
      NOT-works (he/she)
   c. [un-i-psákó] [ton pusín]
      '(he/she) looks for him'
      HIM-looks
   d. [mín-i-majírës psárá] [mápos majírév psára]
      '(are you) cooking fish?'
      Can it be cook(you) fish-PL?

Focusing on /sm/ or /zm/ clusters, in particular, our claim is that /i/ appears to avoid the creation of such final clusters when these would result either from an underlying /s/-mé/, where /-mé/ indicates a morpheme/word boundary, or from deletion of a high vowel at the end of word, as in /kózm/ → /kóz/. The qualification “final” is crucial. The same clusters are perfectly legitimate in other contexts in Lesvian and standard Greek. As shown in (13), /zm/ or /sm/ clusters are attested in word-initial and word-medial position, after the deletion of an unstressed high vowel. No /i/ is necessary here because, in the preverbical context, /sm, zm/ are well-formed onsets in Greek and these dialects.

(13) Standard Greek Lesvian (A and B)
   a. [smirnós] 'of today' [smirnós]
   b. [asminjó] 'made of silver' [asminjús]
   c. [simés] 'point' [smés]
   d. [zmínos] 'flock' [zmínus]
   e. [zmárýdóli] 'proper name' [zmárýdól]
   f. [zmárýda] 'kind of fish' [zmárýda]
   g. [asimóno] 'make into silver' [asimónu]

Finally, we note that in stating our observation that /sm, zm/ are not possible clusters word-finally, the notion of word is taken in a broad sense, referring not only to one-word units, but also to clusters of words and phrasal affixes, if we assume that clitics are considered to belong to a closed set of phrasal affixes, following Anderson (1992).
To conclude, in Lesbos we find an apenthetic vowel [i] in the [noun-clitic] environment and also in the [particle or proclitic-verb] context.6 The other instances of /i/ in the data in (3), specifically in the 3sg forms of the [noun-clitic] paradigms, are related to the facts of voicing assimilation. Thus, before we provide an account of the presence of /i/ in those contexts, we must turn to review the facts of voicing assimilation.

4. The /s/ voicing

In dialect A, the final consonant of the base /filus/ is the target of voicing assimilation applying at the morpheme and word-clitic boundary, as shown by the 1pl. [filuzmas] or the 3pl. [filuzdu], and further illustrated by the examples in (14a, b, c).

(14) a. /koxazménos/ [kóxazménos] ‘forgot’
    ‘target’

b. /jimazmas/ [jitunázmas] ‘neighbour-OUR’
    ‘our neighbour’

c. /mas-bójasi/ [mazbójasi] ‘US-(s/he)-vaccinated’
    ‘(s/he) vaccinated us’

vs.

d. /asménjos/ [asménjos], *(azménjos]
    ‘silver-ADJ-MASC’ ‘silver’

e. /praznáda/ [praznáda], *(praznáda)
    ‘greenery’

f. /enas mílos/ [énas mílos], *(énaz mílos]
    ‘one million’

Interestingly, the 1sg. [filuzim] also shows a voiced /z/, even though the target of voicing /z/ is not adjacent to the potential trigger of voicing assimilation, /m/. More surprisingly, the first variant of dialect A’s 3sg. [filuzit] (~ [filuzt]) also shows a voiced /z/, even though there is no voiced consonant in the vicinity of this segment that could act as a source of this voicing.

In fact, it is easy to see how the 1sg. [filuzim] could be accounted for in a rule-based theory (Chomsky & Halle 1968, Kenstowicz 1994). If we posit that the rule of voicing assimilation applies before /i/ epanthesis, then given the 1sg input /filus-m/, /z/ would be in the environment of voicing assimilation just as it is in the case of the 1pl. [filuzmas]. After voicing assimilation applies, the intermediate form would be [filuzm]. Then, via epanthesis, motivated by the familiar phonoactive constraint on word-final clusters, the final outcome [filuzim] is derived.

A rule-ordering analysis in precisely these terms is proposed by Newton (1972) to account for the voicing in [filuzim] and also for its variant [filuzim], which are both attested in Lesbos.7 We illustrate Newton’s analysis in (15) with the forms [ókózim] ~ [ókózim] (Newton 1972:208). The rule ordering appropriate for [ókózim] is in (15a). This output is achieved when epanthesis is ordered after voicing assimilation of /s/ to /z/ before /m/. In (15b), instead, ordering epanthesis before voicing assimilation will produce the other output [ókózim].

(15) Rule ordering account of [ókózim] ~ [ókózim] ‘my own’

a. Underlying form /ókóz-mu/
    High Vowel Loss ókóz
    Fricative devoicing ókóz
    Voice Assimilation ókóz
    Epanthesis ókóz
    Output: [ókózim]

b. Underlying form /ókóz-mu/
    High Vowel Loss ókóz
    Fricative devoicing ókóz
    Epenthesis ókóz
    Voice Assimilation ókóz
    Output: [ókózim]

However, the rule ordering solution fails when one considers the 3sg form [filuzit] with a voiced /z/ in dialect A. The voicing of the /z/ here cannot be explained by rule ordering. In the morphosyntactic context of 3sg, the final /s/ of base /filus/ is not in the environment of the voicing assimilation at any stage of the derivation and for any rule ordering (since /i/ is voiceless). This shows that other factors are at work here.8 In particular, observe that in the 3pl. [filuzdu] the final /s/ of the noun /filus/ is voiced due to the independent fact of voicing assimilation described earlier. We argue that the voiced /s/ in the 3sg [filuzit] is present because of a requirement that all occurrences of the noun within the [noun-clitic] paradigm must be identical. In other words, voicing assimilation is responsible for the voiced /s/ in the 3pl. [filuzdu]. This voiced /s/, in turn, is extended to or induces the voicing seen in the 3sg [filuzit], even though voicing assimilation is not applicable in this latter morphosyntactic context. A schematic representation of this extension is shown in (16).
(16) Extension of voicing to the 3sg

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Input} & \quad \text{Output} \\
3\text{pl}, /\text{filus-dun}/ & \rightarrow [\text{filuzdun}] \quad (\text{a voicing assimilation context}) \\
& \downarrow \\
3\text{sg}, /\text{filis-t}/ & \rightarrow [\text{filuzi}] \quad (\text{not a voicing assimilation context})
\end{align*}
\]

There are two apparent counterexamples that seem to cast doubt on our proposal. First, there is a voiceless /s/ in the 2sg and 2pl forms [filus] and [filusas]. This /s/, however, is not the final consonant of the noun /filus/, but rather the first consonant of the corresponding clitics, i.e., /s/ and /sus/. The second apparent complication is that, in fact, the 3sg shows variation between [filuzi] and [filust], where the second variant shows a voiceless /s/. Crucially, we only find such variation for the 3sg. The 1sg is always [filuzim], never *[filuzim] or *[filuzism]. This fact implies that the identity requirement introduced in the preceding paragraph fails to show its effects within particular persons. Rather than being a problem for our proposal, we argue that the variation in the 3sg constitutes an argument for it and, furthermore, that it calls for certain refinements in the grammatical statement of intra-paradigmatic identity constraints.

5. Theoretical assumptions

The theoretical model of grammar we assume in this paper is that of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993). In Optimality Theory (henceforth, OT), Universal Grammar consists of a set of well-formedness conditions or constraints. The output of phonology is not constructed by a step-by-step application of rules. Instead, given an input form, the grammar first generates a set of candidate outputs. Each of the candidates in this set is then evaluated by the constraints. The output of the grammar is the candidate that best satisfies the constraints, called the optimal candidate. The set of constraints (CON), the function that generates all candidates (GEN), and the evaluation procedure (EVAL) are all assumed to be fixed parts of the architecture of Universal Grammar. Grammars of particular languages are constructed by imposing a ranking among the constraints in the universal constraint set CON. We illustrate the model with explicit examples below.

Within OT, we especially rely on the notion of correspondence relation as developed in the work by McCarthy & Prince (1995). In its most general sense, a correspondence relation is a relation between two linguistic forms that imposes identity constraints among elements of these forms. For instance, a lexical input and its output form enter into a correspondence relation. A correspondence relation comes with a set of constraints, known as correspondence constraints. These constraints require identity between two related forms across different dimensions, which are considered to be linguistically significant.

We illustrate these remarks with three basic correspondence constraints in (17) below. MAX requires that all segments in the input be present in the output, and DROP requires that the output does not include segments not present in the input. The constraint IDENT(F) is concerned with identity in terms of featural properties.

(17) Some basic constraints of correspondence theory

a. MAX
Every segment of the Input has a correspondent in the Output ( bans deletion).

b. DROP
Every segment of the Output has a correspondent in the Input ( bans epentheses).

c. IDENT(F)
An Input segment and its correspondent in the Output must have identical values for feature F ( bans featural changes).

Intuitively, correspondence constraints penalize disparity between inputs and outputs. MAX does this by banning segmental deletion and DROP by banning segmental epentheses. IDENT(F) penalizes disparity by banning featural mismatches between input and output correspondents. Epentheses, deletion, and featural change are all different ways of breaching the identity between an input and an output form. In principle, there is a correspondence constraint requiring identity between input and output for each linguistically significant dimension of phonological form (e.g., not only segments and their features but also prosodic properties such as location of stress or suprasegmental properties such as tone; see McCarthy 2000a for relevant discussion).

6. Basic constraint interactions

We now turn to see how these constraints interact to determine the realization of the various [noun-clitic] combinations in our data.

We begin with dialect A, whose [noun-clitic] paradigm consists of the forms [filuzim, filus, filuzit ~ filust, filuzmas, filusas, filuzdun]. Consider, first,
the 3PL [filuzdun]. The input to the formation of the 3PL consists of the paradigm's base, the form /filus/, and the clitic /dun/. There is therefore a violation of BO-IDNT (Voice), because the /s/ of the base surfaces as [2] in the 3PL output [filuzdun]. 'B' in the prefix of the identity constraint BO-IDNT stands for Base and 'O' stands for Output, the pair of forms over which identity is required. This change in the voicing specification between base /s/ and its output in /filus-dun/ → [filuzdun] is related to a property of consonant clusters in word-phraseal affix combinations. Any consonant cluster at the juncture between a word and a phraseal affix must be homogenous with respect to voice. We ascribe this fact to the presence of the constraint VoiceAgree in the grammar, (18). It is conceivable that this constraint can be stated in its most general form, that is, without specifying the morphological domain of its application. However, since we have not studied the details of voicing assimilation in the two dialects, we opt for the most conservative statement consistent with our data, by also specifying the domain of application (see Fronkin 2000 on voicing assimilation in English).

(18) VoiceAgree
In a CC cluster, at the word-phraseal affix juncture, the consonants must agree in voice.

For input /filus-dun/, then, we have two competing requirements: VoiceAgree requires that the output be [filuzdun], but BO-IDNT requires that the output be [filusdun]. Such situations of conflicting demands on the realization of linguistic form are prototypical in OT. Constraint conflict is resolved by imposing a prioritization of the relevant constraints. The fact that dialect A opts for the form [filuzdun] is expressed by saying that the constraint VoiceAgree is ranked higher than the constraint BO-IDNT. Graphically, the situation is represented by a tableau, shown in (19) below. The input is shown in the upper left corner. The constraints are shown in the top row. The two competing outputs, the candidates, occupy the second and third rows. The actual output is indicated by /*/, and constraint violations are shown by "*" in the column of the constraint which is violated ("*" marks a fatal violation, given the ranking of the constraints).

(19) Voicing in the 3PL: VoiceAgree >> BO-IDNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-dun/</th>
<th>VoiceAgree</th>
<th>BO-IDNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filusdun</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filuzdun</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This tableau compares the performance of the actual output [filuzdun] to one of the many possible realizations of /filus-dun/. Considering other failed realizations provides more information about the ranking of the constraints. For example, we may consider a candidate with deviating of the first consonant of the clitic, as in dialect B's actual output [filustun], rather than with voicing the final consonant of /filus/. This candidate satisfies VoiceAgree, but it incurs a violation of IdentCL, the constraint that disallows featural disparities for the clitic between its input and its output, stated in (20).

(20) IdentCL
An input segment and its correspondent in the output must have identical values for feature F.

The failure of candidate [filustun] in dialect A, thus, shows that we must add to the grammar of that dialect the ranking IdentCL >> BO-IDNT. Tableau (21) summarizes the ranking relations inferred so far. The dotted line between IdentCL and VoiceAgree indicates that the ranking between these two constraints is irrelevant. That is, whether the ranking is IdentCL >> VoiceAgree or VoiceAgree >> IdentCL, the resulting surface form does not change.

(21) 3PL [filuzdun]: IdentCL, VoiceAgree >> BO-IDNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-dun/</th>
<th>IdentCL</th>
<th>VoiceAgree</th>
<th>BO-IDNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filustun</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filusdun</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. filuzdun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the fact that the inhomogeneity in voicing of the /s-d/ cluster in /filus-dun/ is repaired by changing the voicing specification of a segment rather than by deletion or epenthesis of a segment implies that the Max, Def constraints are also ranked higher than BO-IDNT. This is illustrated formally in tableau (22).
cluster has been deleted. Deletion causes a violation of MAX. Since (25c) is the actual output, we may infer that MAX is ranked higher than DEP.

(25) Not deletion, but epenthesis in the 1sg: MAX >> DEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-m/</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>DEP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filum</td>
<td>*1</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filus</td>
<td>*1</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. filuzim</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (26), we summarize the ranking relations that must be part of dialect A's grammar, as they have been inferred so far.

(26) Grammar for dialect A

Idnt, Voice Agree >> BO-IDENT
MAX, COR-SOn2nd >> DEP >> BO-IDENT

7. Paradigm uniformity

In this section, we take up the issue of voicing in the 1sg [filuzim] of dialect A. In Section 4, we argued that the presence of the voiced /zd/ in [filuzim] cannot be derived within a derivational conception of phonology. Rather, the presence of this voicing requires reference to a constraint that demands identity among the realizations of the base /filus/ across its various contexts of occurrence, as stated in (27).

In past literature, constraints applying between different surface forms of a morpheme's paradigm are usually studied under the name of analogy (Anttila 1977). In generative grammar, the study of the effects of such constraints and the concept of paradigm uniformity is introduced by Kiparsky (1978, 1995). More recently, the study of paradigm uniformity has resurfaced in work within Optimality Theory (see, among others, Benua 1995, Burzio 1993, 1994, 1998, Kraska-Szlenk 1995, Bueckley 1999, Kenstowicz 1997, McCarthy 2000b, Steriade, to appear). Constraints requiring uniformity or identity between related output forms are also called Output-Output (OO) faithfulness constraints or simply OO identity constraints. The statement of the constraint in (27) follows the definition in Kenstowicz (1997) and Steriade (to appear).
(27) **Uniformity**

A lexical item has the same realization for feature / in its various contexts of occurrence.

Let us illustrate the leveling effects of Uniformity with the 1sg [filuzim]. As we have seen, combining the base /filus/ with some of the clitics results in phonological action. For instance, in the 1pl /filus-mas/, voicing assimilation of /s/ before /m/ gives [filuzmas]. The effect of Uniformity is to extend this voicing to morphosyntactic contexts where the trigger of that phonological action (of voicing) is not present. The 1sg [filuzim] is an example of such a context. In [filuzim], the base-final consonant /s/ is not adjacent to the trigger of the voicing assimilation. Yet, that consonant is voiced.11 Formally, this levelling effect is expressed in tableau (28) below. Candidate (28a) in this tableau maintains the voiceless /s/ of the base but violates Uniformity, since in the 1pl the base surfaces with a /s/, [filuzmas]. The actual output [filuzim], in (28b), incurs a violation of BO-Ident. We thus infer that Uniformity >> BO-Ident.

(28) **Extension of voicing to the 1sg:** Uniformity >> BO-Ident

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-m/</th>
<th>Uniformity</th>
<th>BO-Ident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filusim</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filuzim</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uniformity’s levelling effect is directional in the sense that it is the voicing in the 1pl that is transferred to the voicing in the 1sg. This is a consequence of the fact that both Voice Agree and Uniformity are ranked higher than BO-Ident, namely, Voice Agree, Uniformity >> BO-Ident. To see this, consider in (29) the performance of various alternative realizations of the 1sg and 1pl in parallel (henceforth, in tables we write VA for Voice Agree, UNIF for Uniformity, BO-I for BO-Ident, and 1st for Ident12). Candidate (29a) illustrates the case where uniformity of voicing is satisfied by maintaining the voiceless /s/ throughout the 1sg, 1pl. In this set of surface forms, it is the voiceless /s/ of the 1sg that is extended to the 1pl. However, this violates Voice Agree, a constraint which is undominated in dialect A. If, as in candidate (29b), the 1pl is realized with voicing but the 1sg maintains the voicelessness of its base /filus/, then Voice Agree is satisfied but a nonuniform paradigm results. Given the ranking of the constraints, the optimal realization of the two forms must satisfy both Voice Agree and Uniformity by levelling to a voiced /s/, at the expense of the lower-ranked BO-Ident.12

(29) **Directionality of levelling (from 1pl to 1sg)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-m/</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>UNIF</th>
<th>BO-I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filusim filuzmas</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filusim filuzmas</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. filuzim filuzmas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This tableau shows that Uniformity’s levelling effects are not automatic, but they are present only under the particular ranking shown above. Specifically, on the one hand, the ranking Voice Agree >> BO-Ident enables phonological action, that is, voicing assimilation of the final /s/ in the context before a voiced clitic-initial consonant. On the other hand, the ranking Uniformity >> BO-Ident enforces the transfer of voicing to other contexts within the paradigm where voicing assimilation would otherwise not apply. Thus, if Uniformity was ranked below BO-Ident, then the 1sg would be [filusim]. This point becomes important when we deal with the variation in the 3sg [filuzit] ~ [filuzt]. The second variant indicates that OO-identity forces like that of Uniformity can be suppressed within specific morphosyntactic contexts, here the 3sg.

Before proceeding, let us consider the term various contexts of occurrence in the statement of Uniformity, in (27). It is important to stress that the forms over which Uniformity applies must be limited to the occurrences of the noun with the clitic set of forms. To see this, we must first recall that the noun [filus] ‘friend’ is an independently occurring word, the masculine, nominative, singular form of the lexeme ‘friend’. Uniformity cannot require identity between the independently occurring noun [filus] outside of the [noun-clitic] paradigm and its form [filuz] within the [noun-clitic] paradigm. If it did, all instances of the noun, including those outside the [noun-clitic] set of forms, would level to [filuz] or [filus], and this is not what we find. We may thus infer a basic grammatical requirement for the application of Uniformity, or any OO-identity constraint for that matter, namely, the notion of domain of application. Uniformity must be specified to apply only within the set of forms of a specific paradigm. In our case, the set of [noun-clitic] forms comprises a paradigm defined on the morphosyntactic categories of Person, with values
from the set \{1, 2, 3\}, and Number, with values from the set \{Singular, Plural\}. A morphosyntactic context is any pair of Person, Number features (i.e., 1sg, 2sg, 3sg, 1pl, 2pl, 3pl). These are the contexts comprising the domain of application of Uniformity.

We turn now to the 3sg of dialect A. The input to the formation of the 3sg is /filus-t/. The output shows variation between [filuzit] and [filus] within the same speaker. In this section, we focus on the form [filuzit]. We will take up the equally important issue of variation in the next section. At first, the presence of epenthesis in [filuzit] may be surprising. In the 1sg [filuzim], epenthesis is motivated as a repair for the non-permissible final cluster in /filus-m/. The same motivation is not available for the /i/ in the 3sg, however, since final /st/ clusters are well-attested in both uncontracted, (30a,b), and derived environments, (30c,d).

(30) Final /st/ clusters in both dialects
    a. [pîst] ‘faith’
    b. [janêst] ‘(proper name)’
    c. [xtist] ‘builder’ (from /xtis-ti/ ‘build-ER-ACC-SG’)
    d. [anantost] ‘reader’ (from /ananyôst-t/ ‘read-ER-ACC-SG’)

We now argue that the presence of this /i/ in the 3sg [filuzit] is another, this time more indirect, effect of Uniformity in the grammar. Recall that Uniformity requires that the final /s/ in the output of the combination /filus-t/ be voiced, due to Uniformity >> BO-IDENT inferred earlier. This effectively favors the output [filus] shown in candidate (31a) below (Uniformity is not shown in this tableau). However, [filuzit] would violate Voice Agree because of the inhomogeneous voicing in /zt/. Voicing the consonant of the clitic to give [filuzit], (31b), incurs a violation of IDENT\(^2\); the constraint that disallows featural disparities for the clitic between its input and its output (that the input form of the 3sg clitic is /t/ can be seen from examples like /manu-tu/ ‘his mother’ \(\rightarrow\) [manat]). Deleting one of the consonants, as in (31c), is also not an option because of the violation of Max that this would incur. As we have inferred earlier, Max >> Dep. Hence, epenthesis, as in candidate (31d), is correctly predicted by our grammar as the option for resolving the offending /z-t/ cluster.\(^{13}\)

| a. filuzit | \text{*\textit{i}} | 1\textit{\text{\text{-}}} | MAX | DEP |
| b. filuzit | \text{*\textit{i}} | 1\textit{\text{-}} | MAX | DEP |
| c. filuzit | \text{*\textit{i}} | 1\textit{\text{-}} | MAX | DEP |
| d. filuzit | \text{*\textit{i}} | 1\textit{\text{-}} | MAX | DEP |

The second person forms of dialect A are 2sg [filuz] from /filus-s/, and 2pl [filusas] from /filus-sas/. The absence of voicing in these forms is due the /s/-deletion before the /s/-initial clitics, discussed in Section 2. Deletion of the base-final /s/ precludes leveling of voicing to these forms, since the deleted /s/ is by definition not part of the output form of the base. The only forms where levelling could occur and does occur are the 1sg /filus-m/ \(\rightarrow\) [filuzim] and 3sg /filus-t/ \(\rightarrow\) [filuzit] discussed above.

In (32), we summarize the grammar for dialect A. As a consequence of the bottom-ranked status of BO-IDENT in this grammar, the voicing assimilation enforced by Voice Agree affects the final consonant of the base, e.g., 3pl /bilis\(\_\text{dun}\)/ \(\rightarrow\) [biluz\(\_\text{dun}\)], 1pl /silus\_mas/ \(\rightarrow\) [siluz\_mas]. This voicing is transferred to other morphosyntactic contexts such as the 1sg [filuzim] or the 3sg [filuzit] due to the high-ranked status of Uniformity. We will take up the issue of variation in the 3sg [filuzit] \(\sim\) [filuz] in the next section.

(32) Grammar for dialect A

\begin{itemize}
    \item Voice Agree, Uniformity >> BO-IDENT
    \item Ident\(^{2}\), Voice Agree, Max, Cor-Seq\(^{2}\) >> Dep >> BO-IDENT
\end{itemize}

Let us now turn to dialect B’s [noun-clitic] paradigm, which consists of the forms [filusim, filus, filus - filut, filusmas, filusas, filustun]. In contrast to dialect A, dialect B’s base /filus/ is realized consistently as [filus] throughout the relevant surface forms. This fact about dialect B cannot be a consequence of Uniformity alone. Compare B’s forms [filusim, filus - filut, filusmas, filustun] to another set [filuzim, filuzit, filuzmas, filuzdun], which is almost identical to that of dialect A (almost, since we have put aside the issue of variation, for the moment). Both of these sets satisfy Uniformity. Thus, the reasons behind the choice of the first set must be sought in the ranking relations among the rest of the constraints in the grammar of dialect B. Most informative, in this respect, is dialect B’s choice in resolving the inhomogeneous voicing
specification at the base-clitic boundary in the 3PL /filus-dun/ → [filustun]. The 3PL clitic of dialect B is underlyingly /-dun/, since this is the form surfaced after vowel-final nouns, e.g., [manadun] ‘their mother’. Thus, dialect B opts for progressive devoicing of the clitic’s /d/, [filustun], rather than regressive voicing of the final /s/ as in dialect A’s [filudun]. Tableau (33) illustrates the ranking for this devoicing of the clitic in dialect B. Candidate (33a) [filudun] maintains the voicing specifications of the input, thereby incurring a violation of Voice Agree. Candidate (33b) resolves the differing voicing specifications by voicing of the noun-final /s/, which incurs a violation of BO-IDENT. The actual output in (33c), instead, opts for devoicing of the clitic consonant. We can thus infer that Voice Agree, BO-IDENT >> IDENT\textsuperscript{CL},

\[(33) \text{ Dialect B, 3PL /filus-dun/; Voice Agree, BO-IDENT >> IDENT\textsuperscript{CL}}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>BO-I</th>
<th>T\textsuperscript{CL}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filudun</td>
<td>$^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filudun</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. filustun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This ranking can be compared to that of dialect A: Voice Agree, IDENT\textsuperscript{CL} >> BO-IDENT. As shown by the top-ranked status of Voice Agree, both dialects enforce homogenous voicing in /s-C/ clusters, but they employ different means to this end. This difference between the two dialects is formally expressed by exchanging the place of BO-IDENT and IDENT\textsuperscript{CL} in their respective constraint hierarchies.

The existence of 1PL [filusmas] in dialect B, however, indicates that under certain conditions the requirement of Voice Agree can be suspended. In the 1PL /filus-mas/ → [filusmas], given the low-ranked status of IDENT\textsuperscript{CL}, we expect devoicing of the clitic-initial /m/ so as to satisfy the demands of Voice Agree. Instead, the nasal remains voiced. There is a good markedness reason behind this fact. Due to their relatively open constriction in the supraglottal cavity, the unmarked state of the larynx for sonorants is voicing. This markedness fact is also seen in the cross-linguistic distribution of voicing contrasts in sonorants. Thus, there exist languages with no voicing contrast in the class sonorants. For example, in standard Greek and Arabic all sonorants are voiced. There are also languages with contrastive voiced and voiceless sonorants. Burmese, a Southeast Asian language, for example, has a voiceless series of nasals and lateral approximants along with the voiced series (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). However, we know of no language which includes only voiceless sonorants in its segmental inventory. Formally, this markedness observation about sonorants is expressed by the constraint Son-Voi, in (34). It is the presence of this constraint in the grammar which enforces the output [filusmas] (see Itô, Mester, and Padgett 1996 for other applications of this constraint). The specifics of the ranking are shown in tableau (35). Candidate (35a) illustrates the form with the devoiced /m/, by analogy to the direction of voicing assimilation in the 3PL [filustun]. This incurs a violation of SonVoi. Voicing the /s/, as in (35b) [filusmas], incurs a violation of BO-IDENT. Comparing these two candidates with the attested [filusmas], allows us to add two more ranking relations, SonVoi, BO-IDENT >> Voice Agree.

\[(34) \text{ Son-Voi (SV)}\]
Sonorants must be voiced.

\[(35) \text{ 1PL /filus-mas/; SonVoi, BO-IDENT >> Voice Agree >> IDENT\textsuperscript{CL}}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SV</th>
<th>BO-I</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>T\textsuperscript{CL}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filusmas</td>
<td>$^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filusmas</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. filusmas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with dialect A, the constraints MAX, Dep must also be ranked higher than IDENT\textsuperscript{CL}, because feature change rather than deletion or epenthesis is the option taken for resolving the inhomogeneous specification of voicing in /s-C/ clusters. Finally, the location of Uniformity in the constraint hierarchy of dialect B is irrelevant. That is, this constraint can be ranked anywhere with respect to the other constraints, with no change in the resulting surface forms. In (36), we sum up the ranking relations that must be part of the grammar of dialect B.

\[(36) \text{ Grammar for dialect B}\]
Son-Voi, BO-IDENT >> Voice Agree >> IDENT\textsuperscript{CL}
MAX >> Dep >> IDENT\textsuperscript{CL}

(Uniformity can be ranked anywhere with respect to these constraints.)

We may compare this grammar to that for dialect A in (32). The most conspicuous difference between the two grammars is the position of BO-IDENT in the two hierarchies, bottom-ranked in A versus top-ranked in B. The top-ranked BO-IDENT in dialect B has two consequences, the uniform realization of the base /filus/ as [filus], and the progressive direction of voicing assimilation in the
3pl /filus-dun/ → [filusum].

There is one aspect of dialect B's paradigm that our analysis does not account for. This is the variation in the 3sg [filust] → [filusit]. There seems to be no phonotactic reason to motivate the presence of /t/ in the latter variant. Final /st/ clusters seem to be well-formed in dialect B in both underlying and derived environments, see (30). One account is to posit that the 3sg clitic has two allomorphs, with underlying forms /t/ and /tu/. Given the general resistance of unstressed high vowels to deletion when these carry morphological function, the fact that the high vowel in [filusit] does not delete is consistent with the hypothesis of a 3sg /t/ allomorph. A possible source of development of this allomorph is through analogical extension from the Turkish possessive affix /ım/, discussed in Section 3. We leave this aspect of dialect B for future research.

Let us now turn to the standard Greek paradigm, [filozmu, filosu, filostu, filoznas, filosas, filostas]. Unlike dialect B's tolerance of inhomogeneous /s-m/ clusters, e.g., 1pl [filoznas], standard Greek shows voicing of the final base consonant in the 1sg [filozmu] and 1pl [filoznas]. This is the same pattern of base-affecting voicing assimilation as that in dialect A. Hence, standard Greek shares with dialect A the part of the grammar that dictates this voicing assimilation, namely, the ranking Voice Agree >> BO-IDENT. However, unlike dialect A's characteristic leveling effects, standard Greek shows no transfer of this voicing to any of the other noun forms within the paradigm. Rather, voicing in standard Greek is observed only in the contexts where voicing assimilation is applicable. Intuitively, this fact suggests that standard Greek differs from dialect A with respect to the position of Uniformity in the constraint hierarchy (see 37 for A's). Tableau (38) confirms this by comparing a subset of the attested standard Greek paradigm [filozmu, filostu] with some non-attested sets [filosmu, filostu] in (38a) and [filozmu, filoztu] in (38b). The set in (38a) incurs a violation of Voice Agree because of the /sm/ cluster in [filosmu]. The set in (38b) also incurs a violation of Voice Agree because of [filoztu], and two violations of BO-IDENT because both realizations of the base end in /st/. The attested set in (38c) violates BO-IDENT once, because of the change in the voicing specification of /st/, and also Uniformity because of the distinct realizations of the base as [filos] and [filoz]. By comparing (38a,c), we can infer the lower ranked status of Uniformity and specifically that Voice Agree >> BO-IDENT, Uniformity.

(39) Standard Greek: Voice Agree >> BO-IDENT, Uniformity

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{syllable} & \text{VA} & \text{BO-I} & \text{UNIF} \\
\hline
\text{a. filosmu} & \text{#} & & \\
\text{filostu} & & & \\
\hline
\text{b. filozmu} & \text{#} & & ** \\
\text{filoztu} & & & \\
\hline
\text{c. filozmu} & & & * \\
\text{filostu} & & & * \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Moreover, because the inhomogeneous voicing at the /s-m/ boundary is repaired by a featural change rather than by deletion or epanthasis, we must also add the ranking Max, Dep >> BO-IDENT, Uniformity. These rankings are illustrated in (39) below.

(40) Standard Greek: Max, Dep >> BO-IDENT, Uniformity

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{syllable} & \text{MAX} & \text{DEP} & \text{BO-I} & \text{UNIF} \\
\hline
\text{a. filosmu} & \text{#} & & & \\
\text{filostu} & & & \\
\hline
\text{b. filozmu} & & \text{#} & & \\
\text{filoztu} & & & \\
\hline
\text{c. filozmu} & & & * & \\
\text{filostu} & & & * \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Let us now compare the attested forms [filozmu, filostu] with another realization set, [filozmu, filoztu]. In this latter set, uniformity in base realization is achieved without violating the top-ranked Voice Agree by changing the voicing specification of the clitic /tu/. This way of achieving uniform base realization while satisfying Voice Agree at the same time was observed in the 3pl of dialect B, /filus-dun/ → [filusum]. Tableau (40) evaluates the performance of these candidate realizations. Candidate (40a) incurs a violation of IDENTCl due to the change in the clitic, and two violations of BO-IDENT. The actual forms in (40b) incur one violation of BO-IDENT and one violation of Uniformity. The suboptimality of (40a) is obtained either by the ranking IDENTCl >> Uniformity or by the ranking BO-IDENT >> Uniformity.
The variation in the 3sg [filuzit] ~ [filust] indicates that the OO-identity forces, so far expressed by the constraint Uniformity, can be violated. Specifically, [filust] would be the output produced by a grammar which includes the ranking BO-IDENT >> Uniformity, whereas [filuzit] would be the output produced by the ranking Uniformity >> BO-IDENT. In this way, it appears that one can express the variation in the 3sg by the variable ranking of the two relevant constraints, Uniformity and BO-IDENT. Crucially, however, this variation is seen only in the 3sg. For example, the 1sg is always [filuzim], never *[filusim]. The latter form, *[filusim], avoids an illicit final /sm/ cluster by epanthesis, as expected, but it does not voice the /s/, remaining faithful to the base /filus/. In terms of constraint ranking, the non-attested *[filusim] in dialect A implies that the leveling forces of Uniformity are invariably ranked higher than BO-IDENT. Hence, the presence of variation in the 3sg forces one to conclude that Uniformity can sometimes be ranked below BO-IDENT, but the absence of variation in the 1sg indicates that Uniformity is always ranked above BO-IDENT.

We have arrived at a contradiction. If the identity requirements between the 1sg [filuzim] and the 1pl [filuzman], on the one hand, and that between the 1sg [filuzim] and the 3sg [filuzit] ~ [filust], on the other hand, are enforced by the same constraint, a single Uniformity, we do not predict the state of affairs that is true of dialect A. Rather, a single Uniformity constraint predicts either no variation in 1sg and 3sg (i.e., [filuzim] along with [filuzit] or [filusim] along with [filust]) or variation in both 1sg and 3sg (i.e., [filuzim] ~ [filuzit] along with [filust] ~ [filuzit]).

This contradiction is resolved by positing distinct identity relations and thus distinct identity requirements holding within the paradigm. One identity constraint holds between the 1sg and the 1pl. These two forms share the morphosyntactic feature [+first person] along the Person dimension. We thus call this type of identity constraint ‘Person identity’. Person identity is to be contrasted with the identity requirement between the 1sg and the 3sg. These two forms share the morphosyntactic feature [+singular] along the Number dimension, and we call their identity constraint ‘Number identity’. Schematically, the network of these morphosyntactically-driven identity relations is depicted in (42). The horizontal boxes indicate that a Person identity constraint holds between the two enclosed forms, and the elipses indicate that a Number identity constraint holds between the enclosed forms.
(42) Distinct identity relations along the categories of Person and Number

Since distinct identity requirements are involved, they project distinct constraints in the grammar. Since the constraints are distinct, they may have different strengths or they may reside at different places in the constraint ranking. Therefore, it is now possible to account for the state of affairs present in dialect A, namely, the cooccurrence of absence of variation in the 1sg [filuzim] and presence of variation in the 3sg [filuzit] ~ [filust]. Intuitively, the identity constraint between the 1sg [filuzim] and 1pl [filuzmas] is never violated, but the (now distinct) identity constraint between the 1sg [filuzim] and the 3sg [filuzit] ~ [filust] is violated when the 3sg surfaces as [filust].

We now turn to express in formally explicit terms the role of distinct Person and Number identity constraints in the grammar. Following our proposal, the Uniformity constraint is replaced by OO-identity constraints which are projected along the morphosyntactic dimensions of the paradigm, here, Person and Number. These constraints demand identity between output forms sharing some morphosyntactic feature along one of these dimensions. Thus, we call the OO-identity constraint that holds between the 1sg and the 1pl, OO-IDENT [+1st], and that holding between the 1sg and 3sg, OO-IDENT [+3sg].

Tableau (43) addresses the 1sg. The input to the 1sg is /filus-m/. The output is [filuzim] (henceforth, in tableaux we write OO-I for OO-IDENT). BO-IDENT is violated because of the change between base /s/ and output /z/. The reason why BO-IDENT is violated as we go from /filus-m/ to [filuzim] is because of the OO-IDENT constraint between the 1sg and the 1pl. Hence, as shown in (43), we can infer that OO-IDENT [+1st] >> BO-IDENT. Intuitively, the Person identity requirement between the 1sg and the 1pl is stronger than the BO-identity requirement between the base /filus/ and its output form. This tableau is essentially the same as that in (28); we have replaced Uniformity with the specific constraint holding between the 1sg and the 1pl.

(43) Ranking for 1sg [filuzim], 1pl [filuzmas]: OO-IDENT [+1st] >> BO-IDENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-m/</th>
<th>OO-I [+1st]</th>
<th>BO-I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filuzim</td>
<td>*1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. filuzim</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider now the 3sg in (44) below. The input to the 3sg is /filus-t/ and the output varies between [filust] and [filuzit]. When the output is [filust], BO-identity to /filus/ wins over OO-identity to the 1sg [filuzim]. Hence, output [filust] implies that BO-IDENT >> OO-IDENT [+3sg]. In addition, BO-IDENT must be ranked higher than the constraint demanding a voiced /z/ in the 3sg because there is a /z/ in the 3pl. This is the constraint OO-IDENT [+3rd]. This ranking is shown in the next tableau.

(44) Identity suppression between 3sg [filust] and 1sg [filuzim], 3pl [filuzum]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/filus-t/</th>
<th>BO-I</th>
<th>OO-I [+3sg]</th>
<th>OO-I [+3rd]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. filuzit</td>
<td>*1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. filust</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (45), we summarize the constraint hierarchy that accounts for the paradigm with the differential uniformity effects, that is, the forms 1sg [filuzim], with leveling of voicing, and 3sg [filust], with no leveling.

(45) Grammar for 1sg [filuzim], 3sg [filust]

OO-IDENT [+1st] >> BO-IDENT >> OO-IDENT [+3sg], OO-IDENT [+3rd]

When the 3sg is [filuzit], then one or both of the lowest-ranked constraints above are promoted higher than the BO-IDENT constraint. That is, as shown in (46), Person identity between the 3sg and 3pl, or Number identity between the
3sg and the 1sg, or both constraints, are promoted to the top of the constraint hierarchy, just like the Person identity constraint between the 1sg and the 1pl.

(46) Grammar for 1sg [filuzim] and 3sg [filuzi]:
OO-IDENT[+1st], OO-IDENT[+3rd] >> BO-IDENT >> OO-IDENT[+5g]; or OO-IDENT[+1st], OO-IDENT[+5g] >> BO-IDENT >> OO-IDENT[+5sg]; or OO-IDENT[+1st], OO-IDENT[+5g], OO-IDENT[+3rd] >> BO-IDENT

To sum up, dialect A shows variation in the presence of voicing in the 3sg [filuzi] ~ [filust], but no variation in the 1sg [filuzim] (that is, no * [filusim]). We have shown that a single Uniformity constraint is incompatible with this state of affairs, as it predicts uniform presence or absence of variation across all forms in the paradigm. This argues that, within a paradigm, OO-identity constraints solicit identity between forms of a particular person (e.g., first or third) or a particular number (e.g., singular or plural), only. Specifically, Person identity between the 1sg and the 1pl is never violated, as shown by the pair [filuzim], [filuzmas] (no variation). But Number identity between the 3sg and the 1sg, and Person identity between the 3sg and the 3pl can be violated. For Number identity, this is shown by the pair 3sg [filust], 1sg [filuzim], and for Person identity by the pair 3sg [filust], 3pl [filuzum]. Such variation within the same dialect is expressed in formal terms by the variable ranking between the constraint demanding identity to the base form BO-IDENT and the intra-paradigmatic identity constraints OO-IDENT[+5g], OO-IDENT[+3rd], holding between the 1sg, 3sg and between the 3sg, 3pl, respectively.

9. Conclusion

This paper is concerned with the role of the morphological paradigm in shaping the phonological properties of the [noun-clitic] cluster within two dialectal varieties of the island of Lesvos. We have seen that to account for certain aspects of the phonological realization of the various [noun-clitic] forms, the grammar must crucially include constraints that require identity among the surface forms of the paradigm. We have formalized such constraints in terms of Output-Output correspondence relations, building in this way on other studies of intra-paradigmatic relations in the literature. The interaction of such constraints with other independently necessary properties of the phonology and morphology of the two dialectal varieties of Lesvos derives some realization properties of [noun-clitic] combinations which would otherwise seem puzzling. We have made two specific proposals about the precise statement of intra-paradigmatic identity in the grammar. First, identity constraints must have a limited domain of application, circumscribed by the forms of the paradigm and only those. Second, we have presented evidence that intra-paradigmatic identity constraints hold along the morphosyntactic dimensions of Person and Number, which enter into the construction of the paradigm. The statement of intra-paradigmatic identity is expressed through constraints which require identity between two forms sharing a morphosyntactic feature such as [+singular] or [+third person], along the dimensions of the paradigm.

Notes

* A first version of this paper was presented at the First Greek Dialects and Linguistic Theory Conference (Patras, October 2000). We thank the audience and especially M. Margariti-Boga for insightful remarks. We are very grateful to an anonymous reviewer whose meticulous comments have improved this paper considerably. The authors' names appear in alphabetical order.


2. We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out to us the distinction between first-personal deletion in standard Greek and /s/-deletion in Lesbian.

3. An anonymous reviewer suggests that the hypothesis of a Turkish influence for /l/ epenthesis is weakened by the fact that the same phenomenon has been reported in northern Greek dialects of areas that do not border with Turkey (see Newton 1972). Thus, in Ephesos we find /poño-nu/ 'my pain' → /póno-si/ and, in Thessaly /fíkós-nu/ 'my own' → /fíkó-si/). However, it is true that even those areas have been under a Turkish occupation for more than four centuries.

4. In this context, /šen/ is realized as [sɛn].

5. The issue of whether the [host-clitic] group behaves as a phonological/prosodic word, and whether phrasal affixes have the same characteristics as other affixes require further research which falls beyond the scope of this paper.

6. It should be noticed that the Lesvian epenthetic /l/ cannot derive from the well-known standard Greek verbal augment /-v-, which appears in unstressed position in the past tense, e.g., [ἐπιπε] 'I was drinking', [býo] 'I drink'. As noted earlier, mid-vowel raising takes place in unstressed position, whereas the /-v/ of the augment is in a stressed position. Moreover, the Lesvian epenthetic /l/ appears in both present, see (12b, c), and past tense forms as in [en ioûlipsa] '(I) didn't work', [tun ʰiûyárā] '(I) was counting on him' (these forms are the same in both dialects; the standard Greek correspondents are [δικ(η) λελέπα] 'NOT-worked-PERF-PAST-1SG', [ton eloytrjaza] 'DIM-counted-IMP-PERF-PAST-1SG'. On the contrary, an
augment is expected only in the environment of the past tense. Note also that the Lesbian past verbal forms with more than two syllables, e.g., [luyarjáza] (standard Greek [luyarjázé]) 'counter' do not generally take an augment, [luyarjáza] 'I was counting', when they are not preceded by a proclitic or a particle. See Babiniotis (1972) and Ralli (1988) for an analysis of the Greek augment as a stress carrier.

7. The problems that are encountered in an attempt to explain the voicing and the vowel eponym in the 1sg of [sound-clitic] forms of the northern Greek dialects of Zagori, Vevendos, and Thasos, by using rule-ordering along the lines of Newton (1972), are also discussed in a paper by Malakouli-Drachman & Drachman (1977:47-49).

8. To fully establish our claim, note that we cannot say that the 3sg [filuzim] or the 1pl. [filuzmas] thereby inheriting the voicing of these latter forms (e.g., /filuzim t/ → [filuzm]). Such a derivation would necessitate an otherwise completely unsupported rule of truncation of the 1sg or 1pl. marker /m/, before the 3sg marker /t/. It also follows from this that it is not possible to explain the voicing in the 3sg by the mechanism of the cyc (see Chomsky & Halle 1968, Kenstowicz 1994).

9. We assume that VoiceAugment requires homogeneity in voicing for both [filuzmas] and [filuaxas]. However, the two consonant clusters differ in that the first consists of an obstructant-sonorant and the other of an obstructant-obstructant sequence. These may be subject to different voicing requirements. Though we are aware that it may not be accurate to adopt the same constraint across the different types of clusters, we do assume a single VoiceAugment for present purposes. This assumption does not compromise the validity of the ensuing results.

10. In Greek, Philippaki-Warburton (1976) has discussed the important role of uniformity in the development of the inflectional paradigms.


12. Another candidate that satisfies both VoiceAugment and Uniformity is [filuaxas, filuapas], with a voiceless final /s/ in the 1pl. This latter form, however, violates the constraint against voiceless sonorants, Son-Vox, which is introduced later, and the faithfulness constraint for clitics, ImmoC–, which was shown to be ranked higher than BO-IDENT.

13. As suggested by an anonymous reviewer, an alternative hypothesis for the suboptimality of [filuzim] is to invoke a constraint that disallows word-final /zsd/ clusters. However, because of the rarity of /zd/-final words we are not able to test the validity of this hypothesized aversion to /zsd/ clusters. We thus chose to exclude this candidate using resources that are needed independently in our analysis.
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Περίληψη

Στην εργασία μελετάται τα κατηγοριακά κλιτικά σε δύο λεπτικά ειδώλια, της Θερμής (διάλεκτος A) και των Πομάδων (διάλεκτος B). Αναθέτεται σε σημαντικό ρόλο της έννοιας του παραδείγματος στη φωνητική πραγμάτωση του συμπλέγματος [αναστολή - κλιτικό]. Υποστηρίζεται ότι η γραμματική περιλήψιμη παραδίδομα περιορίζεται σε απαιτητικές συνεργασίες που αναπτύσσονται τα συνελεύσιμα επικεφαλής μορφών του ιδίου παραδείγματος. Προτείνεται ότι, γενικά, η προσοχή για την παραγωγή λαμβάνει χώρα στα πλαίσια του ιδίου παραδείγματος και πραγματοποιείται γύρω από δύο άξονες οι οποίες ορίζονται από τα μορφοτεκτονικά χαρακτηριστικά του Προσώπου και του Αρθρού.